
 

 
 

  
 

   

Welcome to the Residential Climate Controls Draft 2 Webinar. 

I think most people who are going to join us are probably on the line.  Rather than spend 
time on introductions, you can see who is on the line using the attendee list, accessible 
from an icon on the upper right of your screen. 

Pl k li d h ibl i d d b k dPlease keep your line muted as much as possible, in order to cut down on background 
noise and interference. 

My name is Abigail Daken, and I am managing the development of the Climate Control 
specification at EPA. With me here is Doug Frazee from ICF international who is the 
other prime person working on the specification. We also have Dan Cronin from ICF 
taking notes and helping us out with some of the technology. 

So lets get started. 
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Here’s the agenda for today’s presentation. We will concentrate on the changes since 

Draft 1, but in case there are people on the line who are newly engaged in the process, we 

will review some of the information in the last webinar as well. 


Throughout the presentation, we will pause at the end of major topics for questions.  

If possible, please hold your questions or comments until these pauses.  

IIn addi i ddition, ddependiding on hhow llong we takke at eachh pause, we may hhave consid iderable
bl 
time for discussion after the presentation. 
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Let’s start with what a Climate Control is. As most of you know, ENERGY STAR sunsetted the programmable thermostat 
specification at the end of last yearspecification at the end of last year. 

We did so because several studies had shown that programmable thermostats installed in homes were not generally saving 
people money.  In other words, the well-understood potential savings from scheduling heating and cooling were not being 
realized. These studies revealed a number of barriers preventing that savings from being realized. 

EPA did not feel that the specification we had in place at the time, or anything like it, effectively distinguished devices that 
really would be used correctly by homeowners who were not already turning their thermostats up or down when they left. 

We believe that this Climate Controls specification does make that distinction. As those of you who have been following 
the process know, this is a very different specification than the previous one, which is why we are using a new name for it. 

The graphic here shows our understanding of the relationship between the programmable thermostat market and qualified 
Climate Controls.  Some units which are in the PT market will qualify, and most qualified Climate Controls will also be part 
of the programmable thermostat market. We expect that some, however, will come from the home automation market and 
may not be part of the traditional PT market. 



 

 

 
  

Here is a brief overview of what distinguished Climate Controls from programmable 
thermostats.  The features address several of the aforementioned barriers to the actual 
use of programmed modes, with the expectation that devices qualified under this 
specification will realize the potential for energy savings. 

Specifically, we are addressing usability as well as communications.  We expect 
communications to facilitate creative utilityy ppricingg  schemes and other novel services,, 
and to help customers understand what they are spending on energy and how they 
might spend less, saving both energy and money. 
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As before, we keep the restriction to Residential Climate Controls.   There are some 
key differences between residential and light commercial applications includingkey differences between residential and light commercial applications, including 
continuous ventilation requirements and different schedule requirements, which led 
us to believe that the specifications requirements would be significantly different. 
This was partially based on comments received on the Draft 1 Version 2.0 
Programmable Thermostat specification.  

W i th t ti l l th d i ld b i t li ht i lWe recognize the potential value these devices could bring to light commercial 
applications, and would consider expanding the specification at a later date. 

The specification now clearly states our intention that Climate Controls may 
qualify and be labeled before the communication modules intended to work with 
them are available. 





   
 

    
    

    

 
    

     

  
  

    
    

     
  

              

On the last webinar, many of you asked about the anticipated cost of these devices. Based on your 

questiions, we hhave ddone more researchh, andd conservatiivelly estiimate $$250 retailil  priice, thhoughh we 

do expect that most of these devices will continue to be distributed by utilities or HVAC and home 

automation contractors.
 

Since no products currently on the market have exactly the combination of features required by the 

Climate Controls Draft 2 specification, we surveyed products with similar features. Luckily, there 

are a lot of excellent products out there that are close.
 

There are two kinds of features that may be expensive:
 
First, most manufacturers anticipate using a high-definition color touch screen to meet the usability 

requirements in the specification. While it may not actually be needed, we include it as a worst-

case cost scenario.  

Second, communications external to the HVAC system.  Many currently available thermostats 

have this feature,,  thouggh few combine it with the usabilityy  features we seek.
 
The following existing products all include compliant communications features but may not
 
comply with usability or power consumption requirements, as noted.  However, they are useful for 

cost benchmarking.  Note that non-communicating Climate Controls will be ENERGY STAR 

eligible and may be sold at reduced prices. In this model, utilities would provide the 

communication module free to consumers participating in demand response programs.
 

In addition to the above data, discussions with other Climate Controls stakeholders indicate that
 In addition to the above data, discussions with other Climate Controls stakeholders indicate that
 
qualified Climate Controls will likely be available with retail price points starting at $150 or lower.
 

PAUSE FOR QUESTIONS
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Now we’re going to move to looking at the technical requirements of the 
specification. Again, we won’t review each detail, but focus on key features and 
on changes from Draft 1. 

I will be presenting most of the topics, but my colleague Doug Frazee from ICF 
International will present the Communication requirements.  Before we go into 
reqquirements,, let me review what qqualifies under this sppecification. 

The broad outlines of the specification haven’t changed, except that we’ve added a 
tier 2, which refers specifically to communications. Doug will talk about that 
more when we get to that point. 

So I’ll start off with usability. 
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The broad outlines of the usability requirements remain largely the same, but in the 
interim between draft 1 and draft 2, we have learned more about what we can do to help 
consumers save energy.  The primary thing we learned is that consumers don’t understand 
their HVAC systems.  Clearly this is not news to most of you – as I’ve spoken to some of 
you over the last week, that’s struck a familiar cord.   The usability research community 
talks about this as a problem with mental models.  Users either have no idea what happens 
if they change their thermostat settings, or they have an incorrect idea.  So we’re trying to 
focus on communicating with them in terms they do understandfocus on communicating with them in terms they do understand. 

As an example, we have modified the back up heat indicator requirement. The LED we 
previously required would only produce action in the small subset of users who know 
what that means.  So in Draft 2 we require a indicator of high relative cost – now that’s 
something everyone understands! 

In addition, you will see that some of the requirements are designed to help people 
understand their systems better. 

Research to be presented at ACEEE Summer Study, August 2010. 
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We maintain the two paths to comply 
1. Meet core (prescriptive) usability requirements and pass usability metric. 
2. Meet core and secondary (prescriptive) usability requirements . 

We have reduced the number of core requirements.  On the prescriptive path, we have 
increased the number of requirements, and modified them, where possible, to 
allllow manuffactturers more fl flexibility andd creativit ity. WW ’ll l e’ll lookk at the prescriiptiveibilit ti t th ti 
requirements in more detail, since they’ve been modified. We will only briefly 
touch on the performance test, as we have no new information about it. 
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There are now only 3 core requirements. We have moved the back up heat 
indication to the secondary requirements, and modified it as mentioned.  

In response to stakeholder comments that the requirement would be costly and 
would not provide a great deal of user benefit, we now allow Climate Controls to 
require that the time is initially set.  We presume that will usually be done by an 
installer.  Given this,,  we are now more sppecific about the need to maintain the time 
setting through a 1 week power failure, and also about implementation of daylight 
savings time. 

The “Away” set points have not changed, nor has the low battery indicator. 

And that’s now it for the core requirements. 



    

     
     

   
  

 
   

   

These are the prescriptive requirements that are only relevant for units that take path 2 to compliance and do 
d f b d bili inot undergo performance-based usability testing. 

There are now seven of them.  

We have added a requirement that the device indicate it’s operating mode (Following program schedule, 
Away, Long-Term Hold, Short Term Hold, etc.; HVAC mode; Fan mode; Program (configuration/setup) 
mode).mode). 

Many stakeholders commented both for and against requiring Celsius temperatures to be displayed in half-
degree increments.  In response, we have made Celsius display entirely optional, however if the Climate 
Control can display temperatures in C, it must show them, and allow adjustment, in half degree increments. 

The TOU price tier indication has been modified to include a flashing red indicator for a four tier pricing 
schheme, andd allso tto accommoddatte users withith collor viisiion defificiienciies. WWe conti tinue tto considider thisd thi 
indication important.  The location of most Climate Controls in high traffic areas of homes provides a unique 
opportunity to use ambient display principles to increase consumer response to pricing events.  For those 
consumers participating in demand response programs, this is an important money saving opportunity. 



 
 

 

 

  
 

  

• This slide will be familiar to those of you who were here for the first webinar – I 
just want to go over it quickly for anyone new. 
• Only valid test = user panel performing common tasks. attempt to complete a 
series of six or seven common tasks using the Climate Control.  
• how to compare results from different panels.  
• specify panel size and composition 
• not enough hh, thus panell performs thhe taskks on two ddevices: thhe Climate CControlf  i Cli  l  
under test and a basic device which will be the same for all panels.  DUT score 
based on the success rates on each task relative to success with the standard 
device. 

• Success on each task = error-free completion and/or time to complete, depending 
on the task.  
• Task scores on the tasks will be combined: min level or average or both 
• Determining this, as well as determining a passing score, will require a great deal 
of thought and testing, which we will pursue in the coming months. 

PAUSE FOR QUESTIONSPAUSE FOR QUESTIONS 



 
   

    
     

 
 

This slide is a snapshot of changes to comm rqmts from Draft 1 to 2, additional detail is provided in the following slides 
-SStakkehh ld  older comments were receiived that expressedd concern over data storage andd  b  backhaull  b  banddwidid  h  th requiirements ffor thed h d kh  h  
1-minute data generated from Climate Controls. In response to these concerns, requirements 22 & 23 have been reworded to 
clarify that these communication requirements apply only to the Climate Control.  EPA recognizes there may be other 
limiting factors in system level implementations that result in less frequent data collection or less responsive remote control. 
EPA has proposed these rqmts to ensure that the CCC is not the limiting factor. 



  

           

•This Diagram presents a conceptual Smart Grid deployment. 

•Other than the “cloud”, all devices are in or on the home 

•With residential HVAC representing approx. 50% of residential energy consumption, the 
Communicating Climate Control is a key element for energy management.  Utility Smart 
Grid deployments that include smart meters and CCC enable advanced energy 
management capabilities that help end users intelligently manage their energy 
consumption and expense resulting in energy savings and reduction of carbon emissions consumption and expense, resulting in energy savings and reduction of carbon emissions 
from: 

•Enhanced energy awareness, via pricing indicators, energy dashboards and other 
tools 

•remote control & remote programming from PCs and smart devices 

•remote access to energy savingg  modes gy 

•innovative applications that take automatic action to reduce consumption 
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•EPA is ramping up engagement with the NIST Smart Grid effort, additional 
information will be shared as we better understand the implications of the SGIP. 
•Tier 2 development will, of course, be a stakeholder process webinars, 
commenting periods, etc. 
•Last bullet refers to digital communication between the CC and the controlled 
HVAC devices incl heat pump, central ac, furnace etc.  A number of tstat mfr 
currentlyy  market flaggshipp syystems that use ppropprietaryy  thermostats with diggital 
interfaces for HVAC control.  There is also at least one open standard development 
effort for digital HVAC comms. 
•Advantages to dig comms internal to the HVAC system include: 

•Auto-configuration, ensuring correct HVAC system configuration for 
optimal control and EE 
••Measurement and display at the CC of HVAC energy consumption & costMeasurement and display at the CC of HVAC energy consumption & cost 
•Display of maintenance alerts on the CC, on smart devices or even 
automatic notification to the HVAC service contractor 

•Proper installation and maintenance are strong drivers for achieving and 
maintaining max EE 



 

Orange = Tier 1 – comms external to HVAC system 
Blue = Tier 2 – digital comms internal to HVAC system 

Note that it may be possible for both communication paths to share the same 
communication protocols and/or hardware. 



Many of the advanced HVAC control features have not been modified. 



 

We have relaxed the required accuracy for humidity sensing to 5%.  While we recognize 
important health and home care advantages to humidity control, we did not feel there was 
a strong energy efficiency case to be made for requiring Climate Controls to have this 
option. We hope that manufacturers will provide this option on some models for 
individuals who would like it. 

The ppower consumpption limit has changged;; lets ggo to the next slide for the details. 
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Intentionally left blank. 
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 EPA recognizes benefits of thermostatic HVAC via serial data links, including 
•Increased EE 
•Diagnostic capability / fault detection 
•Advanced control 

PAUSE FOR QUESTIONS 
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In this particular transition, Climate Controls partners have an advantage: 
By the time this specification is released, the ENERGY STAR program will 
be running in the new normal.  Partners will send in test data from an 
EPA-approved, accredited lab, and products will be qualified (and partners 
given permission to use the ENERGY STAR label) after the test reports are reviewed. 

We are likely to still be developing the verification testing program, which will assure 
that qualified products continue to meet ENERGY STAR specifications throughthat qualified products continue to meet ENERGY STAR specifications through 
third-party testing of products acquired from distribution channels.  More information 
is available on the testing and verification web page, including news about the 
ongoing stakeholder process.  We encourage Climate Controls stakeholders to remain 
involved in this stakeholder process, particularly considering that the usability test is 
a unique requirement with no similar test for any other ENERGY STAR product. 

PAUSE FOR QUESTIONS 



 

 

Our intention has always been that the Climate Controls specification will be 
effective upon its release.  However, we recognize that it may take some time for 
labs to be accredited against the new test requirements (even excluding usability).  
If this is the case, we will consider altering the effective date. 
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